Programme

1.30 – 2pm  Registration and refreshments

2 – 2.15pm  Welcome and important tips for applicants to CESR
Dr Amit Kochhar, BMA staff, associate specialist and specialty doctors committee chair

2.15 – 2.40pm  Presentation by GMC specialist applications team to address the following topics:
• What is a CESR and eligibility
• Preparing for submission of an application to GMC - including validation and authentication
• The process once an application is submitted
• Why applications are unsuccessful

2.40 – 3.30pm  Practical exercise
Split into smaller groups to talk through a training bundle that includes specialty specific guidance and examples of evidence. This allows the delegates to ask questions about the CESR process with one of the GMC applications advisers.

3.30 – 3.45pm  REFRESHMENTS

3.45 – 4.45pm  Question and answers
An opportunity for delegates to ask specific questions using the same groups.

4.45pm  CLOSE